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The play of light in crystals Boris Petrovitch Zakharchenya Translated by Nina Nikolaevna Vasil'eva from the book B P Zakharchenya: The Happiness of Creativity (St Petersburg, 2008, in Russian) And God said: 'Let there be light', and there was light. Genesis 1 3
When trapped in a crystal, light interacts with electrons, phonons (crystal lattice vibrations) and defects, generating many effects which are important not only for pure physics, by broadening our comprehension of nature, but also for practical applications. These include: photo-galvanic effects; discrete light scattering on lattice vibrations; laser radiation, first observed in ruby crystals; nonlinear effects resulting in generation of harmonics, so that under incidence of an intense coherent light beam onto a crystal it emits (or reflects) light of different wavelengths; transformation of the electron avalanche in semiconductors and semiconductor microstructures into the flow of coherent 'laser' light; and the capability of polarized light to magnetize electrons and nuclei in a crystal. This is far from being a complete list of the remarkable optical effects that scientists have observed and studied in crystals. Countless scientific papers and monographs have been devoted to these investigations, with quite a number of them leading to the award of Nobel Prizes.
Here I'm going to speak very briefly, simplifying the problem as best I can, about a remarkable optical phenomenon in crystals: the generation by light of a quasiparticle called an 'exciton'. Why is it a 'quasiparticle', i.e. 'as if' a particle, and not a true particle? Because it exists in a crystal and not in vacuum and moves in a periodically changing field created by the atoms (ions) of the crystal lattice. In this respect, an electron in a crystal is also a quasiparticle.
The idea of the exciton dawned upon Yakov Ilyich Frenkel, the well-known physicist of the Physico-Technical Institute (PhysTech), in 1931. Omitting the details that would require knowledge not only of quantum physics, but also of the history of its development, I'll say only that the Frenkel exciton is the excited state of the crystal, which is created, for instance, by light and which, arising in one of the crystal cells, spreads over the whole crystal, because the cells differ absolutely in no way from one another. Physicists call such a situation translation symmetry. Without going into the mechanism of the energy transfer from cell to cell, note only that the whole crystal, like a gigantic molecule, assumes in the excited exciton state. The word 'exciton' was coined by Frenkel himself, who had formed it from old Greek exito, meaning 'I excite'. Yakov Ilyich liked to give names to newly-discovered particles, and it was he who invented the name 'phonon' for the vibrational quantum of the crystal lattice. Few physicists know that the godfather of this term, forever established in physics, was Frenkel. When Frenkel reported his study on the exciton at PhysTech, one of his young colleagues couldn't help joking: 'Yasha, why didn't you name this particle in Russian-vozbudon'? (From the Russian vozbudit, meaning 'to excite'.) In contrast to the electron, which can also be excited by light in a crystal, the exciton is electrically neutral. Moving in the crystal it transfers energy, but not a charge. A neutral exciton is very much like an atom. But this 'atom' is generated by light within a crystal. The model of such a quasi-atom is particularly obvious in semiconductor crystals, where it can be conceived as an electron and a positively charged hole bound by Coulomb interaction. It is very much like the Dirac electron-positron pair, whose existence ensues from the well-known Dirac equation taking into account relativistic invariance-the same equation that has revealed to mankind the existence of antimatter. I think that it was under the influence of Dirac's ideas that the Englishman Mott and the American Wannier suggested an exciton model analogous to the positronium atom (an electron and a positron bound to each other by Coulomb interaction). It should be noted that both Mott and Wannier worked at Bristol University where Dirac had worked. Usually, the Wannier-Mott exciton is called hydrogen-like, bearing in mind its similarity to the hydrogen atom (a positively charged nucleus and an electron rotating around it). Yet a hole is not the same as a nucleus: its effective mass is a factor of thousands less than the mass of a proton. Wannier and Mott had conceived their model before the Second World War, when the concept of the hole was introduced into semiconductor physics from electrical measurements, which were really not very precise at that time. In the mid-1950s, two groups of Americans, at Berkeley and Massachusetts Institute of Technology, proved by beautiful experiments the existence of different types of holes, due to their complex energy spectrum in the crystal; accordingly, excitons can be different, too. An electron may be bound either to a light or a heavy hole, which subsequently was indeed observed. The experiments on cyclotron resonance are technically very similar to the experiments of the physicist Zavoysky of Kazan University, who discovered right after the war the remarkable physical phenomenon of paramagnetic resonance. Strange as it may seem, the war had favoured the discovery since it had encouraged the rapid development of radar, which generated the technology of very high radio frequencies, and which was used brilliantly in those experiments.
As has been mentioned, an electron and a hole are bound by Coulomb interaction, which physicists call a long-range interaction. As the force is proportional to the inverse square of the distance between interacting particles, 1/r 2 , an electron and a hole become bound into a pair, i.e. an exciton, at very long distances. Yet all this occurs in crystals, and the crystalline medium is characterized by a rather high dielectric constant ε. Thus interaction in a crystal is a factor of ε weaker compared with that in vacuum. The exciton is enlarged, the orbit in which the electron-hole pair is moving encompasses a great number of crystal cells, and such an exciton may be called a mega-atom.
How can we observe this mega-atom in a crystal? One might think we could do so simply by observing the hydrogen-like exciton spectrum. By virtue of the well-known behaviour of a hydrogen-like atom in a Coulomb potential well, the exciton is expected to show a series of lines, getting characteristically closer and closer towards the continuous absorption boundary where the motion of electrons and holes has become free. In this region the exciton is ionized. So a series of narrow lines of the spectrum of the exciton (mega-atom in a crystal) must be observed at the absorption edge, which corresponds to electron transfer into the conduction band by light. This series should be similar, for instance, to the Balmer series of the hydrogen atom-well known from school textbooks.
One might think all this is simple. But nobody had ever observed anything like it. The semiconductor spectra looked very trivial-exactly the same as the spectrum of a light filter, transparent on the long wavelength side (low-energy light quanta) and having rather intense absorption in the short-wavelength region. It is simple: at first the energy of photons is insufficient for electron transfer into the conduction band, but eventually their energy becomes high enough for such a transfer and the crystal absorbs light strongly. But why, when observing an absorption edge and the photo-current associated with it, did nobody see the hydrogen-like lines of the exciton? The answer is simple and cannot be expressed better than in Pushkin's words: 'We all are lazy and incurious.'
As soon as Evgeny Feodorovich Gross, of the Physico-Technical Institute of Leningrad, took a thin plate of cuprous oxide (a ruby-coloured semiconductor), cooled it down to liquid nitrogen temperature (−196 • C) and, above all, used a spectral device with great dispersion, he saw at once a series of hydrogen-like exciton lines. Of course, Gross was lucky that it was a cuprous oxide crystal that had fallen into his hands, because in that crystal everything occurs in the visible region, easily amenable to spectroscopy, and the parameters of that crystal band structure permit a great number of exciton lines (rather than one or two) to be observed. And I, Gross' first 'exciton disciple' was also lucky; I saw opening before me the gigantic untapped field of the spectroscopy of semiconductors-the branch of science that would give inestimable knowledge about the interaction of light with electrons and even nuclei in semiconductors. I well remember that moment when, upon cooling a cuprous oxide crystal down to liquid helium temperature (−269
• C), I saw more than ten narrow exciton lines. Gross was in raptures; he was a man of emotions and expressed his feelings impetuously: 'Boris! It is a wonder! A series of narrow lines in a crystal! You and I, we must become famous by investigating the exciton! I'm sure this is a phenomenon common for all semiconductors; it will help us to understand in detail a lot of things-photoconductivity, luminescence, and even that which we cannot even guess as yet!'
The exultant trumpets from all his beloved Wagner operas were at once singing in the soul of my teacher. It was to him, Gross, that the gods had sent the 'Rheingold', and ahead of him Valhalla shone in an iridescent play of colours where his scientific life and glory would last forever. Maybe I'm exaggerating, but perhaps only a little, for I knew his exuhuberant nature. Besides, Gross' father, Lieutenant-General Theodor Gross, the manager of the Izhora works (at that time the largest state munitions factory in Tsarist Russia), was a German, and his mother, Fanny Gross, a Dane. Time and again the short and plumpish Evgeny Feodorovich in his rather tight short coat and old-fashioned 'tyubeteika' on his head, would say to me: 'Boris, I'm a Viking, and I like to have enemies and fight them!' And so it was. But most of all Gross loved science, music and painting, and he appreciated the bold imaginative speculation in all those kinds of creative activity.
In Gross' small laboratory at PhysTech, new exciton effects poured down as if from a cornucopia. In 1952, two exciton series were observed. One of them was an electron and a light hole, the other, an electron and a heavy hole. This suggested the existence of a fundamental phenomenon in semiconductors, namely, the spin-orbit splitting of energy bands. Soon we were able to observe the influence of external electric fields on excitons, something like the Stark effect for atoms. It seemed to be a wonder. Nobody had yet managed to observe the effect of electric fields on the spectra of crystals, because the intracrystalline fields are many times larger than the external one that we can apply to the crystal. But an exciton, as has already been mentioned, is a mega-atom of large size and is polarized easily in small external fields. I remember how amazed Abram Feodorovich Ioffe was by that experiment. Tapping me on the shoulder in a friendly way, he repeated: 'What a good work you've done!' The father of Soviet physics was then 73.
The gigantic radius of exciton orbits allowed the diamagnetic shift of energy states to occur in a magnetic field. Generally speaking, it was a relativistic effect, which had been observed earlier by E Segre and E Amaldi for free atoms in a very cumbersome experiment.
Notwithstanding these experimental fireworks, the exciton was scarcely believed in. Sceptical colleagues declared that Gross had observed a trivial impurity spectrum. I remember that, at one of the seminars, academician Alexander Nikolayevich Terenin, a very estimable man of science, came up to me and said: 'Young man, don't believe in Gross' ventures! The exciton is the same as phlogiston.' It will be recalled that a hypothetic substance 'phlogiston', or 'teplorod' in Russian, had been disproved by experiments carried out by Lavoisier and Lomonosov almost two and a half centuries previously. However, many admired the fact itself of observing a hydrogen-like series of narrow spectral lines in a semiconductor crystal. Once, in the mid-1950s, Lev Landau visited our laboratory. Speaking with Gross and me, he said that he did not doubt the exciton nature of the spectrum in question, as an immobile impurity cannot yield narrow lines in optical impurity-band transitions. His considerations were based on Heisenberg's uncertainty principle. Many years later, some American physicists developed and published an analogous idea. Lev Davydovich was a genius: he could not only understand but 'feel' physics, much as Isaak Stern with his violin.
I recall delivering a lecture on exciton effects in Moscow at was a session of the Physics Division of the Academy of Sciences, chaired by Ioffe. How brilliant that audience was: Kurchatov, Zeldovich, Semionov, Kapitsa, Artsimovich, the brothers Lifshitz, . . . . I was shaking with fear at seeing such an abundance of stars of our physics. The exciton theory was severely criticized in the speeches of my opponents. But in conclusion Ioffe said, replying to a particularly aggressive female professor: 'After all, be that as it may-impurity or particle in a crystal-it can be asserted that the observation of a series of narrow lines in a semiconductor marks the beginning of the optics and spectroscopy of these crystals.' There is no doubt that Abram Feodorovich was a visionary! Soon a number of experiments proved the motion of excitons, and even their velocity distribution was estimated. Those experiments and their theoretical basis were performed mostly by Soviet and American physicists. I could mention a great number of names connected with these and many other achievements in the spectroscopy of excitons in semiconductors, but I won't do so for fear of forgetting someone and so wounding their feelings. But I can't help recalling two American colleagues, the brilliant scientists D Thomas and J Hopfield.
Remarkable theorists and experimentalists were taking part in the development of the concept of so-called polaritons in semiconductors, i.e. mixed states, when the 'mechanical' particle exciton mixes with the light wave. Pekar and Rashba of Kiev, Ginzburg and Agranovich of Moscow, Kaplyansky, Razbirin and Uraltsev of Leningrad, and also the above-mentioned American researchers, made the greatest contribution to the development of this sophisticated problem. Recalling the exciton physics of crystals of the 1950s and 1960s, I should call that time, after Schiller and Goethe, a period of Sturm und Drang. But even later on, the stormy waves of exciton spectroscopy did not calm down. There appeared lasers, which permitted Yaroslav Pokrovsky of the Institute of Electronics in Moscow to observe the hyperfine structure of exciton impurity complexes. The intense sources of light were also used for observation of the electron-hole condensate in semiconductors. But the initial idea of these investigations was stimulated by the existence of excitons: Bose particles and the attempt to observe their condensation. Veniamin Keldysh, Alexander Rogachev and a number of other Russian and foreign physicists contributed greatly to the solution of that problem. My friend, Carson Jeffries of Berkeley, a physicist and a painter, observed a gigantic (about a millimeter in size) electron-hole droplet in a crystal of germanium, and the results of his experiments were even mentioned in the New York Times.
The 'exciton wave' rolled around the world, but its birthplace was Gross' small laboratory at the Physico-Technical Institute. It is most vexatious to read in a great many foreign textbooks on solid state physics that the Strasbourg professor S Nikitin was first to observe the exciton in cuprous oxide. That is not true at all! Nikitin bears no relation whatever to the discovery of the exciton. Gross first discovered a hydrogen-like series in a semiconductor in 1951 and published his findings in the Russian journal Doklady AN SSSR in 1952. Nikitin, knowing Russian and having read Gross' papers, performed the same experiment and published it in far more accessible European journals, but did so considerably later-clearly an act of misappropriation.
Also astonishing are the references made to a short notice in 1951 by Japanese physicists from Hokkaido University, which is frequently cited as the first observation of the exciton but seemingly without actually having been read. It describes an observation of certain absorption edges at the fundamental absorption edge, but not a word on lines, nor on hydrogen-likeness, nor on excitons can be found there, whereas the first paper of Gross and his postgraduate student Karryev was clearly and boldly entitled The optical spectrum of the exciton.
Young co-workers joining Gross' laboratory often asked me: 'What will happen with an exciton in a micro-crystal the size of which is comparable with the radius of exciton orbits?' I knew the answer to this question, since at the very start of the exciton saga I had investigated the behaviour of excitons in magnetic fields. The orbits of electrons and holes forming excitons shrink in a magnetic field, and their motion approximates a one-dimensional one. This one-dimensionality is caused by a strong magnetic field. The situation is similar to what occurs in the structure which is nowadays called a quantum wire (a kind of semiconductor microstructure). But in such a quasi-one-dimensional potential well the exciton binding energy increases (it is already a so-called magneto-exciton).
Indeed, in modern semiconductor microstructures (quantum wells, quantum wires, superlattices, quantum dots) the binding energy of the exciton increases, and in many cases it can be observed at room temperature. There is no conference on nanostructures that does not include exciton optics. Countless new investigations and discoveries have been accomplished owing to the exciton spectroscopy of these structures, so important for modern microelectronics. Here I will mention just one: the discovery of trions, where a hole interacts with not one but two electrons. It is on the existence of trions that the hopes of creating quantum computers depend. I cannot count myself among the ardent followers of this idea, but who knows?
Exciton spectra have been observed not only in semiconductors but also in ionic crystals (e.g. rock-salt, NaCl), molecular crystals, rare-earth and actinoid salt crystals, and in polymers (biological ones included). Nevertheless, it was only after the works of Gross and his colleagues that experimentalists became aware that those are the spectra of the quasiparticle exciton. That is strange, since the theory of such excitons was developed at the end of the 1940s by A Davydov who had been working in Kiev alongside experimentalists who were struggling to comprehend his ideas.
Concluding my brief account of excitons, I would like to recall Gross once more. He taught me to love not only science, but music and art as well. Most of all, in painting he valued innovation and quest. He was attracted by avant-gardism as was Don Quixote by windmills. When I happen to visit New York, I always go to the Museum of Modern Art and often appreciate, as if with Gross' eyes, the unlooked-for 'moves' and 'tricks' of the avant-gardists. I've always been amazed that, sometime no later than 1920, our Alexander Rodchenko created a composition entitled Planes reflecting light. This is a three-dimensional piece made of copper and cardboard strips rendering our notion of the planetary model of the atom from which quanta of light fly out like Nabokov's butterflies. Bohr and Sommerfeld had suggested the planetary atomic model only in 1916, so how could the artist perceive the structure of microcosm before the majority of physicists did? As Shakespeare knew long ago, the world of human knowledge is full of wonders.
